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SYNOPSIS 

Growing up in West Baltimore, teenage Mouse (JAHI DI’ALLO WINSTON, Queen & 

Slim, Proud Mary, The Upside) feels the fierce pull of different forces: Between notorious 

ex-con Blax (Grammy-nominated best-selling artist MEEK MILL) and concerned Detective 

Rivers (WILLIAM CATLETT, TV’s “Black Lightning”), and between the straight path set 

for Mouse by his concerned mother (TEYONAH PARRIS, If Beale Street Could Talk, Dear 

White People, TV’s “Empire”) and the dangers of gang life, which took his brother’s life. 

The one truth Mouse knows is that he loves the power, artistry and energy of “The Ride” — 

the exhilarating motorized-dirt-bike scene that is both pastime and passion on the streets of 

Baltimore. During one eventful summer, Mouse steers his way through two father figures, a 

first girlfriend, the pull of illegal choices and the thrill of stunt-riding that makes him and his 

friends feel like CHARM CITY KINGS. 
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CAST 

JAHI DI’ALLO WINSTON as Mouse 

MEEK MILL as Blax 

WILL CATLETT as Rivers 

DONIELLE TREMAINE HANSLEY as Lamont 

KEZII CURTIS as Sweartagawd 

CHINO as Jamal 

LAKEYRIA “WHEELIE QUEEN” DOUGHTY as Queen 

CHANDLER DuPONT as Nicki 

TYQUAN FORD as Stro 

with TEYONAH PARRIS as Teri 
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CREW 

DIRECTED BY — ANGEL MANUEL SOTO 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 On the streets of Baltimore, as in every major city in America, there are battles waging. 

Among them are big and small conflicts between police and the people they are supposed to 

protect; between mothers and their children who want different lives than the ones being planned 

for them; between mentors who represent the dark and light paths in life; and, inside the hearts of 

the kids becoming young men, a struggle to figure out why the things they enjoy are seen as 

dangerous, destructive, or damning. And often, the wrong forces win out. 

 

 For Mouse (JAHI DI’ALLO WINSTON, Queen & Slim, Proud Mary, The Upside), the 

13-year-old hero of director Angel Manuel Soto’s CHARM CITY KINGS, what he loves is the 

motorized, urban dirt bike scene that has been a crucial part of Baltimore street life for 50 years. 

That culture has created its own music genre, its own styles, and local celebrities in the 

community including DeWayne Davis aka “Wheelie Wayne,” Chino, and Lakeyria Doughty aka 

“Wheelie Queen.” They ride Yamahas and Hondas which they use to create genuinely incredible 

tricks, including the “12 O’Clock” move: Popping a wheelie, and as the bike is on its back 

wheel, turning the handlebars completely vertical as if they were clock hands facing high noon. 

But the riders’ lives can turn upside-down in unforeseen ways. 

 

 Yet there’s an artistry to the riding — and a lure for the streets’ criminal element, which 

inspired the story of CHARM CITY KINGS by Oscar-winning filmmaker Barry Jenkins 

(Moonlight), Kirk Sullivan & Christopher M. Boyd, and its screenplay by Sherman Payne (TV’s 

“Shameless”), which utilizes Baltimore’s 1970s nickname “Charm City.” Today, without any 

official bike parks, the riders and their revved-up ATVs and dirt bikes use the streets, as the 

police have a “no chase policy.” In CHARM CITY KINGS, the dirt bike crew called The 

Midnight Clique owns the streets and the nightly summertime ritual called The Ride, when fans 

and riders alike come out to see The Midnight Clique and their leader, Blax (Grammy-nominated 

rapper MEEK MILL in his feature film debut). 

 

 “These kids just want the options to pursue their dreams, and the only things they do find 

is what is at the street corners,” says director Angel Manuel Soto. “If there’s something I’d like 
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people to take away from the film, it’s that we can make things better for them and for all of us 

not by policing more or giving them harsh criminal penalties, but by making it easy for them to 

do what they love.” 

 

 “Think about the thought process that starts for them: ‘I’m good at something but 

everybody is saying it’s illegal. So, if what I’m good at is illegal, then I’m illegal and I’m a bad 

person — this is what I want to do, but you’re criminalizing it and criminalizing me.’ That 

oppression is a subconscious warfare that is embedded in systematic oppression. These kids are 

artists, they are masters of their craft when they’re on their bikes, and yet their craft has been 

labeled ‘criminal.’” 

 

 Producer Caleeb Pinkett (Annie, TV’s “Cobra Kai,” the upcoming Venus and Serena 

Williams biopic King Richard), whose Overbrook Entertainment developed the film, notes that 

the film revolves around Mouse’s coming-of-age story, his friendships and conflicts with his pals 

Lamont (DONIELLE T. HANSLEY JR.) and Sweartagawd (KEZII CURTIS), his flirting with 

new girl in the neighborhood Nicki (CHANDLER DUPONT), his pull between mentor figures, 

and the magnet that illegal activities have on young kids. The atmosphere of the dirt bike riding 

community provides a backdrop. 

 

 “That was very important for Angel as we were discussing the film,” says Pinkett. “Their 

bike riding is an art. Mouse is young, he wants to be cool, he wants to be on the bike so he can 

get a girl and people look at him with respect. But there are other issues: The police often can’t 

tell the criminals from the normal kids. So if you just have Timberlands and a hoodie on, you get 

harassed. But when they’re on the bikes, because the Baltimore police have a no-chase policy, 

that’s the only time in the city where the police can’t stop them. So it’s in the kids’ interest to 

stay on those bikes as long as they can.” 

 

 “When you feel you can get killed by someone who looks just like you, the police are 

your enemy, and you don’t have a lot of money, when you’re on a dirt bike, all of that goes away 

and you’re free,” says Pinkett. “And that’s what we wanted to capture in this film.” 
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 Winston, whose career has already encompassed complex performances in tough and 

complex films, says the actors were part of the mission to bring honesty to the screen in CHARM 

CITY KINGS. 

 

 “We all discussed how the bike riders in Baltimore are a very marginalized community, 

and one that is not shown in the media at all,” says Winston. “We were adamant about bringing 

humanity to it and depicting all of the colors of this world and make it an honest depiction of the 

people in it.” 

 

 The appeal of The Midnight Clique, whose appearance brings a look of awe to the faces 

of Mouse, Lamont, and Sweartagawd, is multilayered. Though Mouse’s older brother Stro lost 

his life by getting involved in The Midnight Clique’s illegal doings, that is not all this group of 

riders is about — though the threat they pose, as Mouse’s mom (TEYONAH PARRIS, Dear 

White People, Chi-Raq, TV’s “Mad Men” and “Empire”), Detective Rivers (WILLIAM 

CATLETT, TV’s “Black Lightning”), and Blax himself — who mentored The Clique’s 

scheming thief Jamal (CHINO) — know, can be tempting. Mouse has dreams of becoming a 

veterinarian, and has a genuine talent for it, and then that future is threatened by the choices he 

finds himself facing. 

 

 “Mouse sees the camaraderie in The Midnight Clique,” says Pinkett. “What people don’t 

get about gang culture is that the reason kids are drawn to it is because it echoes a family 

dynamic: You feel a sense of belonging, you feel like you’re appreciated and that you can 

contribute something. Often, disenfranchised people don’t feel like they can contribute or that 

they’re valued. That’s the easiest thing gangs provide, which is why kids may take that loyalty to 

another level, because you feel like they love you, like they did with Mouse’s brother.” 

 

 The complexity of the gang is personified in Blax — a legendary rider who is back from 

spending time in prison, and who used to lead bike riders into robberies but whose focus now is 

keeping straight while working as a mechanic. When Mouse and Blax cross paths, the teen is 

ready for a father figure, though Blax’s life lessons wind up to be more protective, to Mouse’s 
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confusion and surprise. Blax is motivated by guilt for Mouse’s brother’s death, though he comes 

to see Mouse as his own person. 

 

 “That’s what we were trying to do, make the story in CHARM CITY KINGS emotionally 

honest and not just black and white,” says Pinkett. “Blax is not an archetypal bad guy. He was a 

good kid and got corrupted, now he’s just playing the hand he was dealt. And if you’re going to 

deal with him, you have to play by the rules of the dark side that he himself is still dealing with.” 

 

 The cast worked to make that emotional complexity a part of their performances. 

 

 “I wanted Mouse’s emotions to feel real, and I wanted to make sure the film was 

grounded and authentic,” says Winston. “I was adamant about adding a specific kind of 

familiarity to Mouse.” 

 

 “Nowadays we talk about toxic masculinity, and growing up in an environment like that 

brings a certain kind of toxic masculinity,” explains Soto. “What I found as we were researching 

the culture and meeting people in Baltimore, is that all of that related to our film. A lot of the 

mistakes Mouse makes are because he’s acting on the advice of toxic masculinity.” 

 

 “So when you put it in that perspective,” Soto says, “the film contains a cautionary tale 

on the pressures that are put on the kids in that world.” 

 

 

A DIRECTOR KICKS INTO GEAR, AND A CITY OPENS UP 

 

 To put their ideas and inspiration on film, the CHARM CITY KINGS team built a 

goodwill bridge to the city the story takes place in. And then they found the perfect artist to 

guide the story with heart, wit, and appreciation for the community it represents. 

 

 “Some of the challenges were just getting the city behind us in order to make it,” says 

Pinkett. “It is illegal to ride the dirt bikes the way that they do, and a lot of the police look at 
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them as enemies or criminals, and a lot of people in the city don’t like the dirt bike riding — it’s 

nerve-wracking and loud, so just getting the community behind the idea of the film was a big 

challenge. But it was a story I really felt needed to be told.” 

 

 To bring the story to the screen, Pinkett and his team at Overbrook Entertainment brought 

on filmmaker Angel Manuel Soto, who grew up in Santurce, Puerto Rico, and turned his lifelong 

love of cinema into a vibrant career as a director that began by being self-taught in film studies. 

 

 “We met with a lot of directors, and a lot of people just didn’t understand the culture,” 

explains Pinkett. “They wanted to make it about certain issues or they wanted riots in the movie, 

and I thought they didn’t understand this story. Angel loved the human story — that’s what 

caught his attention. He is an artist through and through. He wanted it more to be about authentic 

people and situations, and we clicked as collaborators immediately. I knew we’d make this film 

something special.” 

 

 “Angel is a true artist,” says Jahi Di’Allo Winston. “His passion is so absolutely 

inspiring. He knew every emotional beat in the story, and everything in the film is intentional 

— he really thought it all out and was able to articulate what was needed so beautifully. He was 

grounded in the story and in the moment. It was great to work with him at this point in his 

career.” 

 

 Soto’s career started with a dream, an acquiring of skill, and a love of movies. 

 

 “I knew I always wanted to do movies since as far back as I remember,” says Soto. “But 

there’s no film school in Puerto Rico, so I had to learn on my own, watching behind-the-scenes 

features and reading books while I was getting a degree in architecture. I always saw music 

videos or commercials sets on the streets, and a friend arranged for me to be a production 

assistant on a commercial shoot, and then I worked at a Puerto Rican TV station. While learning 

how to edit, I worked my way up from PA to producer to directing. I made some short films, and 

one of those caught the attention of a production house that hired me to edit and direct 

commercials.” 
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 Soto took seminars to learn how to write screenplays and saw Virtual Reality for the first 

time at Sundance 2013, which led to his building the VR department for RYOT News. Upon 

winning a grant from a film commission he made his first feature, La Granja (The Farm), in 

2017, while still making commercials and videos. When a girlfriend decided to move to Los 

Angeles, Soto moved there as well, and shortly after La Granja was selected for Fantastic Fest, 

which opened doors for him in the industry. 

 

 “Knowing Barry Jenkins had a hand in the story for Charm City Kings really excited me, 

since I already had such tremendous respect for Barry as a filmmaker,” says Soto. “Caleeb and 

the team at Overbrook Entertainment liked my take on the story, and Sherman Payne’s script, 

and we all got along so well.” 

 

 “There’s a lot of gratitude in my heart for them and for this film,” says Soto. “I was self-

taught and had a vision, but if it wasn’t for the people I chose to be around, I don’t know what 

my life would have been like. And I connect to a lot of Mouse’s life in the film because of my 

past. Even the people and atmosphere of Baltimore itself felt similar to my life in Puerto Rico — 

a humbleness and hospitality in the face of struggle. And I grew up in segregated situations too, 

so I connected to that.” 

 

 “I have a loving family, and I studied architecture and advertising because I was the first 

one in my family to have a degree and it was important for my parents that I had an education,” 

says Soto. “But I had a passion, as Mouse does for riding, and I wondered if there’s a place for 

me. There’s a similar struggle within Mouse: I believe I would have resisted being drawn into a 

dangerous life, but I can see how easy it would have been for me to do the things that Mouse 

opts to do in order to make ends meet.” 
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FINDING “MOUSE,” AND CAPTURING THE RIDE 

  

 To find a young actor who could anchor CHARM CITY KINGS with a blend of 

innocence and toughness, dreaming of a way out but wary of what that might mean, Soto and his 

producing partners at Overbrook Entertainment embarked on an intense audition process. 

 “The search was pretty extensive,” says Soto. “We started looking in Baltimore, of 

course, and there were many amazingly talented kids there, but I hadn’t found Mouse yet. When 

I met Winston, I literally saw Mouse in him — he can command the camera, but he’s also kind, 

and there was also this sociability in him that the character needed. I could sort of see his soul, 

and that really made it for me.” 

 

 Winston has had an exciting several years, winning important roles opposite Bryan 

Cranston, Kevin Hart, and Nicole Kidman in The Upside; with Taraji P. Henson in Proud Mary; 

and, this past fall, as a young boy who idolizes, then winds up fighting back for, the on-the-run 

lovers played by Daniel Kaluuya and Jodie Turner-Smith in the action drama Queen & Slim. 

When CHARM CITY KINGS began filming in 2018, Winston was 16. 

 

 “Winston arrived with some ideas about who Mouse is,” Soto continues. “He analyzed 

the character and wanted to know the why’s of his action. He’s very mature, but he is 

nonetheless still a kid — his experiences in life are not tainted by adulthood, and that type of 

innocence was integral in all three boys who would play Mouse and his friends Lamont and 

Sweartagawd. Their honesty and authenticity was key. When we did the chemistry test to see 

how they all got along, their connection was instant, as if they were best friends for years, just 

being kids. I couldn’t have asked for a better cast. I’m like a proud uncle, I can only see 

greatness in their future! They learned everything including the Baltimore accents.” 

 

 “When I read the script and analyzed it, I saw there was something there that if it was in 

the right hands, it could be unique and special,” says Winston. “And with Manuel and Caleeb, it 

was in the right hands. I didn’t want Mouse to feel like a stereotype. I wanted to bring out his 

humanity.” 
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 Winston, who grew up in Atlanta but often spent summers with his cousins and his 

mother’s family in the Washington, D.C., area, set his sights on getting the externals of his 

character right — including the specific accent that goes with the West Baltimore streets. 

 

 “I wanted Mouse to really like the world he’s in, to enjoy it, and be a banner for 

Baltimore,” Winston continues. “I see him as the face of the underrepresented. I wanted it clear 

that this is a kid that you may pass in his neighborhood and maybe be a bit scared of, but that’s 

not him. There’s vulnerability in his eyes. And I wanted my Baltimore dialect to be as real as 

possible, with the content and phrases they use there. I wanted his physical being to be as sharp 

as his internal life.” 

 

 “I also thought the friendship dynamic between Mouse and his friends Lamont and 

Sweartagawd was important,” says Winston. “As friends, we went trick-or-treating while we 

were filming in Baltimore, and were just being teens hanging out, figuring out each other’s 

personalities and dynamics, and did silly things and told jokes. A lot of that is on camera and you 

can see our friendship work on screen.” 

 

 The other thing needed to be seen onscreen was ATV and motorized dirt-bike-riding 

skills, says Pinkett, which required stunt work. “We had stunt riders, because Jahi couldn’t ride, 

since he was our main actor and insurance was involved, and he couldn’t get hurt. But also, as 

Jahi himself would admit, he just didn’t have the skills! So we had a body double who did those 

dirt bike moves for him.” 

 

 But even in the arena of stunt riding, CHARM CITY KINGS did everything to keep it 

real. 

 

 “Kevin Rogers, our stunt coordinator from New York, brought some key stunts, but all of 

the rest of the riders in the film are from Baltimore,” says Soto. “They’re all real riders, and 

Wheelie Wayne, the godfather of the riders, helped us. He knew which guys could do the tricks 

and follow direction and be responsible, and do well as stunt doubles. We have maybe two or 
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three key stunts to hit major plot points, but otherwise, we went with real Baltimore dirt bike 

riders.” 

 

 “They’re the only ones who can do what they do,” adds Soto. “There are different ways 

of popping wheelies in Baltimore. Their style even sounds different — it’s a fast revv-revv, and 

then instead of using their brake, they put on the gas even more while balancing the bikes. 

Having Wheelie Wayne on the team really helped to keep that authenticity.” 

 The filmmakers had to do a bit of convincing with the community, however. 

 

 “The riders were a little skeptical at first,” says Pinkett. “The riders thought the film 

would be exploitative. Their view was, ‘This is our culture and we’re not criminals, and you 

don’t understand why we ride.’ It took a lot of convincing of Wheelie Wayne to accept us. Then, 

once Wheelie spoke to me, he said, ‘Alright, I may be able to help you.’ And our connection 

grew from there. As they figured out what our production was about, they fully got it.”  

 

 “And then it all just got real,” Pinkett says with a laugh. “Wheelie Wayne said, ‘I’ll get 

you every bike rider you need if you can get this movie made.’ Because he thought the police 

weren’t going to let us film in the streets. Then we met with the police as Wheelie gave his 

blessing.” 

 

 “And then even the police started escorting our bike riders to the set! These were the 

same people who a week earlier they were ready to arrest and confiscate their bikes, and now, 

they were escorting them to and from filming! That’s when we knew how people in the city were 

responding to the film!” 

 

 

MEEK MILL: A MUSIC ARTIST MOVES INTO MOVIES 

 

 Surrounding Jahi Di’Allo Winston in CHARM CITY KINGS was a trio of three 

phenomenal actors representing different influences in the life of Mouse. Starting it off was one 

of today’s most vibrant, crucial and popular rappers, MEEK MILL, who earned a Grammy 
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nomination for his fourth album, Championships, which he jumped into recording after he 

finished filming his film debut as Blax, a character rich in complexity and charisma dealing with 

guilt and the reality of second chances. 

 

 “I always wanted Meek Mill for this role, for obvious reasons,” says Pinkett. “He was 

always in my mind to cast in a film. And when we figured out we were going to do this one, I 

approached Meek for it right away, and he said yes.” 

 Elements of Mill’s life before and after the Philadelphia native achieved fame resonate in 

the character he plays in CHARM CITY KINGS, Pinkett says, referencing a classic performance 

as a perfect analogy to Mill’s being cast in the film.  

 

 “Because Meek has a past, and because of the things he’s been through, he’s perfect for 

the film, since he represents that world,” says Pinkett. “Meek really does ride, and he makes the 

music for that culture. In many ways, casting Meek Mill in this film is like what John Singleton 

did in 1991 by casting Ice Cube as the character Doughboy in Boyz n the Hood. Ice Cube was the 

biggest Gangsta rapper in the world at that time, so his very presence made that film authentic.” 

 

 Soto says Mill’s never having acted prior to the film worked perfectly. 

 

 “It helped that acting was new to Meek,” says Soto. “He came out of prison, for violating 

probation, right before we started shooting. But he came back and adapted really well to the 

realities of the character. His struggles and challenges helped the performance and the whole 

film, because of his commitment to the story. It was Caleeb who gave this role to Meek, and 

Meek totally delivered. That also speaks to the genius of Caleeb, in seeing potential in someone 

who never acted before.” 

 “The character of Blax could have been played many different ways, but we were able to 

construct the character a bit based on what Meek has gone through,” Soto continues. “Blax wants 

to do better and prove himself after doing bad stuff, and I think that speaks to Meek too, and how 

he can relate to the story. He taps into something deep inside himself and delivers a phenomenal 

performance.” 
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 Says Winston, “One of the things people don’t know about Meek is he’s really shy 

actually, so just to be able to watch him in his element was so cool. And everything he did was 

so raw and natural. He was so grounded; he wanted to be as real and on the spot as he could be. I 

loved being able to share this experience with him, and share an onscreen dynamic with him, 

he’s amazing. He worked really hard, and had such incredible discipline.”  

 

 Mills’ music, also, was essential to the film’s tapestry of influences. For just as the 

character of Blax awes Mouse and his friends, and then surprises with his complexity and heart, 

so too does Mills’ songs, which weave energy and essence to a fictional story set in a very 

topical world, filled as it is with tragedy, turmoil and the threats to unrealized dreams. 

 

 “Meek’s music is so crucial to CHARM CITY KINGS,” says Soto. “He’s a phenomenal 

rapper; he hasn’t been nominated for a Grammy for nothing! Meek encompasses this world and 

this struggle because he does rap about all of it, as he raps about his life. We enter his world with 

his lyrics and his music and the production of the beats — they’re hard, and tough, and support 

the movie’s energy.” 

 

 “The music was a major part of this film,” says Pinkett. “The music for this movie has to 

be the music of the streets. The music is another part of this film that elicits emotion. Swizz 

Beatz, and now Meek Mill, made the music that is so crucial to this culture. Swizz of course 

created the sound for the dirt bike culture back in 1998, producing DMX’s song ‘Ruff Ryders’ 

Anthem.’ I put that song at the end of the movie over the sequence of real riders doing stunts, 

because that’s what started it all. And now, Meek Mill is the new voice of that culture.” 

 

 

TEYONAH PARRIS AND WILLIAM CATLETT: ADDING COMPLEXITY 

 

 The other adults in Mouse’s life exert a force on him away from Blax and The Midnight 

Clique, and which in the experienced hands of two actors are composed of a striving for good, 

gentle nuance and inner heartbreak. Teyonah Parris — known for fearless performances in Justin 

Simien’s Dear White People, Spike Lee’s Chi-Raq, and Barry Jenkins’ If Beale Street Could 
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Talk, as well as on TV’s “Mad Men,” “Survivor’s Remorse,” and “Empire” — makes the role of 

Mouse’s mother expertly memorable. 

 

 “Some actresses may have been hesitant to take on the role, since, as I often told people, 

this is an honest depiction of what it’s like to have had your first baby at 15 years old,” says 

Pinkett. “Mouse’s mom can be harsh, and Teyonah and I would talk about this. We would say: 

It’s not that she doesn’t love Mouse, but she lost her oldest son, and she doesn’t know how to be 

affectionate. Because in her eyes, affection makes boys weak, and Mouse cannot be weak in this 

dangerous world. So the only thing she knows about parenting is that she has to be strong, and 

she’s had to be in order to raise three kids on her own. She’s been through so much, and she’s 

been broken and hurt.” 

 

 “As an artist, Teyonah was able to find those spaces in her performance where you see 

the genuine love she has for her son, and when she tries her best to show emotion to him,” adds 

Pinkett. “But it’s a very difficult role because the reality is, it’s such a harsh existence. It’s not an 

easy life that people like Mouse’s mom have in cities like Baltimore in that situation. Teyonah 

brought the idea that because of having her son so young and her past experiences with men, 

Mouse reminds her of his own father. It’s complex. As a mother, she has to juggle it all herself, 

so Mouse has to grow up too fast and take care of his sister when he’s just 13 years old. That’s 

the reality in so many inner cities in the U.S. — kids 11 or 12 years old are taking care of 5-year-

old siblings. That’s a responsibility they are not ready for.” 

 

 But Parris simultaneously shows the happiness in her home, laughing with Mouse as the 

young boy, hoping to be a veterinarian when he gets older, chases his mom after handling a 

newborn kitten. 

 “Those lighter moments were really important for Teyonah’s character,” says Pinkett. 

“When people are broke and living paycheck to paycheck, they often have to laugh in order not 

to cry. And when in one scene Mouse brings her a box of cigarettes, some may say ‘That’s 

horrible,’ but he knows she’d enjoy them. And also, Mouse isn’t even old enough to buy 

cigarettes, but that’s the truth of the world they’re in. They may not have much but they have 

each other, and that is more valuable than anything.” 
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 Says Winston, “Teyonah is a true actor’s actor — the best work of actors is in 

truthfulness, and she is that. She and I had to bond quickly, because she had to leave for a project 

in New York, but watching her believe in her instincts was amazing and she never wavered, and 

it was so inspiring to work with her. She really supported me throughout the whole process.” 

 

 “Teyonah is such a pro, such a talent,” says Soto. “I’ve always loved her work. She’s so 

refreshing and has so many layers to her artistry. She hung out with a mother from Baltimore, so 

she could understand how a single mom tries to do her best, and how Mouse’s mom would try to 

protect him. Caleeb spoke to us a lot about this. That throughout the film we don’t see much 

physical connection between them, but she does love him — she just feels she has to be hard 

with him because she doesn’t want to lose him like she did her older son, Stro. As an actress, 

Teyonah balances that out and she’s able to convey what tough love really looks like. She knows 

how to manage the scene and give us different ways to work with the character.” 

 

 As Detective Rivers, a Baltimore officer who is Mouse’s mentor in a Big Brothers 

program, WILLIAM CATLETT — star of TV’s “Black Lightning” and the upcoming action-

drama Force of Nature — imbues Rivers with understanding, fierceness, and an awareness of 

what wrong turns can bring. Mouse wonders if he’s motivated by guilt for being a cop, or, as 

Blax says, “Not black but blue.” 

 

 “Will is a real force,” says Soto. “He’s so good. He would get what I needed on a first 

take, then he’d say, ‘Let’s do one more since you’ve been here all day.’ But he got it every single 

time.” 

 “Rivers isn’t a pushy cop, he’s almost a step-dad to Mouse — he cares for him to the 

point that he’s willing to put his job on the line in order to give Mouse another chance,” Soto 

continues. “But Rivers also understands the appeal of The Midnight Clique. When he’s speaking 

with Blax, Rivers says, ‘I’ve been working to get Mouse to a place in this world, and now you 

come and shift his potential.’ It all comes from a place of love for Rivers, and we see that so 

much in Will’s performance.” 
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 Says Pinkett, “It’s such a great, cinematic struggle — somebody we think is a good guy, 

Rivers, does have his flaws, and someone you thought was bad, Blax, turns out to have a good 

heart. They’re real people, and you see in the end the mutual respect both of these father figures 

have for each other, based on their shared love of this young boy. That’s something Will wanted 

to make sure was in the film.” 

 

 “For me, I definitely did not want to demonize the police,” says Pinkett. “Because it’s 

easy to do that — just like it’s easy to make the criminals bad. Which is why Meek’s character 

has that other side to him, a kinder side. And with Will playing Rivers, we see him actually care 

about Mouse; even when he gets frustrated and angry, it’s an honest depiction of what that’s like. 

Will got that immediately.” 

 

 Says Winston, “Will and I were really in tune, emotionally and spiritually, he really got 

me,” says Winston. “He was so great at the dynamic between Mouse and Rivers. He would 

suggest things to do in a scene, or sometimes come up with something new and different, and I’d 

say ‘Dude, do it!’ Will would never let me fall, he would encourage me, and he would say ‘I see 

what you’re trying to do there, go for it.’ We really had each other’s backs.” 

 

 

# # # 
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CAST BIOS 

Jahi Di’Allo Winston as Mouse — After Charm City Kings, actor Jahi Di’Allo Winston 

can be seen in a strong supporting role in the indie film The Violent Heart opposite Jovan Adepo 

and Grace Van Patten. (TBD 2020) Most recently he played the pivotal role of “Junior” in Lena 

Waithe’s Queen & Slim.  

 

For such a young actor in the business, Jahi’s resume has been quickly growing and his 

accumulation of great work is evident.  His past motion picture credits include a strong 

supporting role in The Upside opposite Kevin Hart and Bryan Cranston and a lead role in Proud 

Mary opposite Taraji P. Henson.  His past TV credits include, the lead role/series regular role in 

the Netflix teen dramedy “Everything Sucks” as well as the mega hit original TV movie for BET 

titled, “The New Edition Story” where he played ‘Young Ralph Tresvant.’ 

 

When he isn’t acting, he enjoys singing, philanthropic work as well as hanging out with family 

and friends. 

 

Meek Mill as Blax — Robert “Meek Mill” Williams is a Grammy-nominated recording 

artist, entrepreneur and criminal justice reform advocate that hails from Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Mill evolved from Philadelphia’s hottest underground rapper to one of the world’s 

preeminent musical artists, having released a slew of smash studio albums and singles, including 

“Ima Boss,” “Dreams and Nightmares (Intro),” “All Eyes on You,” and “Whatever You Need,” 

among many others. His latest studio album, CHAMPIONSHIPS, debuted at No. 1 on 

Billboard’s “Top 200 Albums,” marking his second chart-topper following his 2015 album 

DREAMS WORTH MORE THAN MONEY. Mill is also the CEO of Dream Chasers, his music 

label imprint that he launched in 2012 and named after his mixtape series. 

 

He is also the co-chair of the REFORM Alliance, which launched in January 2019 and aims to 

advance criminal justice reform and eradicate outdated policies that perpetuate injustice in the 

United States. He partnered with JAY-Z, Michael Rubin, Robert Kraft, Robert F. Smith, Clara 
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Wu Tsai, Laura Arnold, Michael Novogratz and Daniel Loeb to launch the organization. 

Additionally, Mill is a co-owner of sports apparel retailer Lids, the largest retail seller of hats and 

licensed sports product in North America. 

 

Will Catlett as Rivers — Actor, writer, director and producer, Will Catlett was born and 

raised in Alexandria, VA where he attended the legendary T.C. Williams High School whose 

football team was the subject of the 2000 film, Remember the Titans. Catlett played four years of 

NCAA basketball, but his hoop dreams ended after completing his secondary education at the 

University of La Verne in California.  

 

With his love for the arts, Will quickly set his sights on a career in entertainment, moving to Los 

Angeles in 2007. Since that time, Will has had much success appearing on several popular TV 

shows, films and commercials. In front of the camera, Will was most recently cast to play the 

role of Griffin in Force of Nature alongside Mel Gibson, Emile Hirsch and Kate Bosworth. 

Catlett also played the lead role of Yasir on OWN’s Love Is__, and as a multi-season guest star 

on Black Lightning for The CW Network. Catlett is set to play Verton Freeman in Jordan Peele’s 

Lovecraft Country for HBO, and has also appeared in CBS’s The Mentalist, HBO’s Insecure and 

Brothers in Atlanta. Will initially made a name for himself in lead roles on the streaming 

YouTube series First (Issa Rae Productions), and That Guy (Black & Sexy TV). Behind the 

camera, Will has lent his considerable talents to such projects as the director of Malcolm, Giants 

for Issa Rae Presents, the feature film Griffin, the brilliant short film Stages in which he also 

stars, the TV series Garden Hills, and in the writer’s room for Love Is__.  

 

Will is also a talented spoken word poet, comedian and dancer.  

 

Donielle Tremaine Hansley as Lamont — Donielle Hansley Jr. “Lil Dee Dee” was born 

to perform! Lil Dee Dee has been dancing professionally since the age of 3. Coming from a 

family of entertainers, his talents come naturally. Lil Dee Dee (age 15) has accomplished more in 

his early childhood career than most have in a lifetime. Lil Dee Dee has appeared in numerous 

television shows such as, Tyler Perry’s If Loving You is Wrong on OWN and Containment on 

Netflix. He was the voice of Darwin on Nickelodeon’s Amazing World of Gumball. His voice 
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was also featured in the Amazon movie production Snowy Day. More recently he was in Step Up 

Highwater on YouTube Red. He’s also a successful choreographer, traveling internationally to 

teach people all around the world his dance skills. He’s known as having “too much Sauce!” - 

Sauce Kings 

 

Lil Dee Dee has starred in two reality TV shows, Dancin the Dream on the Up Network and 

Dance Kids ATL on TLC. He performed at the BET Awards, Kids Choice Awards and the iHeart 

Music Festival, been on the Jimmy Kimmel Live with mentor Usher Raymond, and has danced 

with Chris Brown live in concert! He has performed at the ESSENCE Festival with Missy Elliot 

as well as performed with the Jacquees. Charm City Kings is Lil Dee Dee’s film debut. When 

asked how he gets it all done, Lil Dee Dee says he “does it like no one is watching!” 

 

Kezii Curtis as Sweartagawd — Kezii Curtis was born on March 6th 2004, in Neptune, NJ 

to parents Paul and Hadassah Curtis.  He is the 2nd oldest out of five children and has 3 brothers 

and 1 baby sister. Kezii and his family moved to Los Angeles in 2012 for his oldest brother’s 

acting career.  By 2014, Kezii had caught the acting bug and started to forge his own path in the 

entertainment world.  

 

Kezii has been successful in his quest to become an actor.  In 2018, Kezii traveled to Baltimore 

to film his role in Charm City Kings.  He was also featured alongside Eddie Murphy in 2019’s 

Netflix hit movie “Dolemite is my Name”.  In the same year, Kezii also starred alongside Tony 

award winner Leslie Odom Jr. as his son “Josh” in a pilot for ABC produced by Kerry 

Washington and Simpson Street.  

 

Kezii has also had roles in major TV shows such as ABC’s Blackish, as well as HBO’s Insecure.  

He also got the chance to play a superhero in Nickelodeon’s popular show The Thundermans.  

Kezii also played the role of “Little Ben” in a Sundance Film Festival picture nominee 

Bootstrapped.  

 

Kezii is known as the “Pun King” amongst his friends and family for his hilarious and natural 

knack for comedy, especially improv.  His dream is to try and break into the world of standup by 
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the time he is 16 and eventually go on to play a major superhero action role.  In the future he 

would love to direct and produce his own projects as well.   

 

Lakeyria “Wheelie Queen” Doughty as Queen — Lakeyria Doughty is a professional 

Motorsport rider, model and actress who has made her mark in the industry by showcasing her 

unique and talented skills as a female dirtbike rider. She has earned the title of being the first 

female bike rider to ever ‘tune’.  Being determined and ambitious landed her with many 

opportunities to model with big fashion labels, such as Gucci & G Star and feature in a couple of 

sports magazines. Still chasing her passion as a professional motorsport rider, she was able to use 

her platform to pursue acting and stars in the film Lost Kings, Charm City Kings, as well as a 

short commercial on A&E Network. 

  

As Lakeyria strives in the industry, she will continue to ...... 

 

Chandler DuPont as Nicki — Chandler Ari DuPont is the youngest of two daughters, born 

in Virginia, but moved to Houston, TX at the age of two.  At eight years old she began telling her 

parents she wanted to be on TV like the children on the Disney Channel and Nickelodeon.  As a 

result, in 2015 they enrolled her in acting classes. She was signed by Page Parkes Center of 

Modeling and Acting in July 2016.  This led to the first of many auditions.  She booked a couple 

of modeling jobs as well as two internet commercials.  In 2017 she filmed a straight-to-DVD 

movie, The Prayer Box.  Her big break came when she auditioned for the major motion picture, 

Charm City Kings.  After two call backs, she landed the role of Nicki in August 2017. She has 

since filmed another movie, Clean, in which she starred as the lead female role. In her free time, 

she loves dancing (hip-hop), swimming, traveling, and spending time with family and friends. 
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CREW BIOS 

Angel Manuel Soto (Directed by) — Angel Manuel Soto is an acclaimed award-winning 

filmmaker from Santurce, Puerto Rico. At an early age, he began his career as a TV producer and 

later focused on Art Direction at a local advertising agency. In 2010 Angel directed La Carta, a 

moving short film that won awards in several festivals, exhibiting at Cannes Film Festival, 

Sundance Film Forward, La Havana Film Festival and Ridley Scott’s Your Film Festival. 

Angel’s involvement in the directing aspect of the advertising industry has garnered relations 

with clients such as US CENSUS 2020, NHTS, AT&T, DIRECTV, Apple, Puerto Rico Tourism 

Company, Susan G. Komen, Medalla, and Gatorade, to name a few. His campaign for Gatorade 

in 2013 won the prestigious Cannes Lion.  

 

In 2015 he completed his first feature film, La Granja, which premiered at Fantastic Fest and 

competed in over 20 film festivals around the world, nabbing the award for Best Opera Prima at 

the Guadalajara International Film Festival and Grand Jury Award for Best World cinema at the 

Urbanworld Film Festival in NYC. In 2014 Angel began to push the boundaries of storytelling 

through Virtual Reality and joined RYOT, directing over 30 VR documentaries and overseeing 

creative production. During that time, his inspiring short documentary El Púgil had its world 

premiere at the 12th edition of the Tribeca Film Festival, 2016.  

 

In 2017 Angel created his VR film Dinner Party to much critical acclaim and success, winning 

multiple awards for Best Cinematic Experience all around the world and screening at the most 

coveted festivals, like Sundance, SXSW, Tribeca, Raindance and Webby Awards to name a few.  

 

Sherman Payne (Screenplay by) — A graduate from the Columbia University graduate 

screenwriting program, Sherman Payne was most recently hired to work on Charm City Kings 

with Overbrook Entertainment, after successfully writing an original idea for Overbrook and 

Sony titled Haze.  
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Sherman was a Story Editor on Legacies for CW and Julie Plec. He also recently completed a 

staff writer position on MTV's Scream.  Prior to that, he was staffed on BET's Tales and wrote a 

Frederick Douglas biopic financed through the Frederick Douglas Institute.  He’s currently 

staffed on Shameless for Showtime.  

 

His previous writing credits include Furlough, an elevated action-thriller in the vein of Taken or 

Contraband.  It was previously set up at Lava Bear with Brian Written producing. 

 

Caleeb Pinkett (Produced by) — Caleeb (first name Kay-leb) Pinkett is a producer, 

screenwriter, and member of the Producers Guild.  Caleeb combines his love for history with his 

passion for telling captivating, human stories – a formula that drives him to create projects that 

resonate on a global scale.  As President of Overbrook Entertainment, Caleeb has produced such 

titles as the hit series Cobra Kai for YouTube Red, Life in a Year, After Earth, Hawthorne, and 

Annie, a remake of the classic musical. 

 

Clarence Hammond (Produced by) — Clarence Hammond is a producer and the Vice 

President of Production at Overbrook Entertainment, the Film and Television production 

company run by Jada Pinkett Smith, Will Smith, and James Lassiter.   

 

Hammond produced ABFF Jury Award-winner Sprinter, which was released domestically in 

April 2019 by FilmRise and nominated for an Africa Movie Academy Award, and Hala, a 

recipient of the 2020 ReFrame Stamp, which appeared in the U.S. Dramatic Competition at 

Sundance, where it was acquired by Apple TV+ and released as the streamer’s first narrative 

feature in December 2019.  Charm City Kings will be the 2nd straight appearance of a film 

Hammond has produced in the U.S. Dramatic Competition. 

 

Up next for Hammond is Life in a Year, starring Jaden Smith and Cara Delevingne, the feature 

Flint, starring T.I. and John Ortiz, and an untitled docuseries for Quibi, hosted by Angela Rye, 

that will debut in time for election season. Hammond also has projects in development with HBO 

Max, CBS, and Paramount Players.  
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Hammond, a Maryland native, graduated magna cum laude from Duke University and is drawn 

to film and television projects representative of the fact that love is the most energizing and 

transformative force in the universe. 

 

Katelin Arizmendi (Director of Photography) — Katelin Arizmendi is a New York-

based cinematographer who is originally from Oakland, California.  She started as a camera 

assistant before becoming a cinematographer on music videos, high-end commercials, and 

feature films.  Her commercial clients include Mercedes-Benz, H&M, Reebok, BMW, Levi's, 

Lincoln, Powerade, and dozens of others.  She has shot music videos for Leonard Cohen, Halsey, 

Sam Fender, Lil Dicky, Black Rebel Motorcycle Cub, and more.   

 

Her first feature film, Cam, won Best First Feature and Best Screenplay at Fantasia 2018, and her 

second feature, Swallow received over 19 awards at film festivals across the word including 

Tribeca 2019 and Deauville in France.  It was in the Debut Competition at Camerimage in 

Poland.  Her third feature was Angel Manuel Soto’s Charm City Kings. In 2019, she was the 

second unit DP on Denis Villeneuve’s Dune with DP Greig Fraser.  She’s currently in prep for 

Rachel Morrison’s directorial debut, Flint Strong. 

 

Scott Dougan (Production Designer) — Scott Dougan is a talented and visionary 

production designer with experience in features and television.  

 

Scott has worked on films such as, Monsters and Men directed by Reinaldo Marcus Green, 

which won the Special Jury Prize at Sundance in 2018, American Animals directed by Bart 

Layton, which was nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at Sundance in 2018, 1 Mile to You 

directed by Leif Tilden and Collateral Beauty directed by David Frankel and starring Will Smith 

and Edward Norton. 

 

He also designed seasons 2-3 of the television show, The Deuce, starring James Franco and 

Maggie Gyllenhaal for HBO. 
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Luis Carballar (Editor) — A Mexico City native, Luis Carballar received international 

recognition for his work on Alejandro González Iñárritu’s, Amores Perros, which earned him the 

Ariel Award (Mexico’s equivalent of the Oscars) for Best Editing, and the film was nominated 

for the Best Foreign Film Academy Award. 

 

Luis was again an Ariel Award nominee for Sebastián Cordero’s Crónicas.  He subsequently cut 

Luis Mandoki’s Innocent Voices, Brad Furman’s The Take, and Jonas Pate’s Shrink starring 

Kevin Spacey.  He made a particularly impressive impact with Cary Fukunaga’s harrowing 

breakthrough film, Sin Nombre.  Luis also edited Lee Tamahori’s feature, The Devil’s Double. 

 

Additional credits include the Tribeca-selected Brazilian soccer biopic Pele: Birth of a Legend 

directed by the Zimbalist Brothers for Imagine Entertainment, Brad Furman’s The Infiltrator 

starring Bryan Cranston, the first two seasons of the critically acclaimed Netflix crime drama 

Narcos led by Pedro Pascal and The Tribes of Palos Verdes for the Malloy Brothers. 

 

He is currently cutting The Minuteman, which will star Liam Neeson and Katheryn Winnick. 

 

Mary Vernieu (Casting by), Lindsay Graham Ahanonu (Casting by) — Casting 

Director Mary Vernieu has cast over 300 features during her career.  With an eye for talent in 

both actors and filmmakers, she has developed and enjoyed long-standing working relationships 

with many acclaimed directors such as Darren Aronofsky, David Ayer, David O. Russell, Robert 

Rodriguez, Rian Johnson, and Oliver Stone.   

 

She welcomed Lindsay Graham Ahanonu into her company in 2005 and has enjoyed 

collaborating with her on numerous acclaimed films including Bad Boys For Life, The Equalizer, 

Black Swan, Crazy Heart and I, Tonya.  In 2013 Mary and Lindsay won an Artios Award for the 

casting of Silver Linings Playbook, and they were nominated for two more Artios Awards 

together for A Star Is Born and Dolemite Is My Name.   
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In addition to her casting work, Mary has also recently ventured into producing for such films as 

Trust Me, Come Simi, and Spare Room. Mary’s company, Betty Mae, is named in a loving 

homage to her mother and grandmother. 

 

Alex Somers (Music by) — Alex Somers is an American composer and producer who 

currently resides in Los Angeles, having spent most of the last decade living in Reykjavík, 

Iceland, where he studied visual art at the Iceland Academy of the Arts.  Somers was born in 

Baltimore and studied composition at Berklee College of Music in Boston.  

 

He first rose to prominence in 2009 with Riceboy Sleeps, his ambient album collaboration with 

partner Jónsi (Sigur Rós).  Following the highly-acclaimed project, Somers co-produced Jónsi’s 

2010 debut solo album Go, and went on to play keyboards and guitar on the album’s world tour. 

He then began expanding his production work by opening his own recording studio in Reykjavík 

where he co-produced and mixed Sigur Rós’ 2013 album Valtari.  At his studio he continued to 

collaborate with artists Jónsi, Julianna Barwick, Jóhann Jóhannsson, Gyða Valtýsdóttir, Damien 

Rice, Amiina, Sin Fang, Briana Marela and more. 

 

Somers began scoring for film and TV in 2011 and has collaborated with Jónsi to compose music 

and produce songs for We Bought A Zoo, How To Train Your Dragon trilogy, Aloha, season one 

of WGN’s Manhattan, and The Circle.  In 2016, Somers took on his first solo film, providing an 

original score for Matt Ross’s Cannes-feted Captain Fantastic, and in 2017 he worked with Bill 

Morrison on his award-winning documentary Dawson City: Frozen Time, which he later 

performed live to picture with the Winnipeg Symphony as part of the Winnipeg New Music 

Festival.  

 

In 2017, Somers also scored the “Hang The DJ” episode of the highly-acclaimed Netflix series 

Black Mirror, and provided original music for the Oscar nominated documentary Hale County 

This Morning, This Evening, and additional music alongside composer Danny Elfman, to Gus 

Van Sant’s Don’t Worry, He Won’t Get Far On Foot, both of which premiered at the 2018 

Sundance Film Festival.  
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In 2019 Somers composed the music for Honey Boy, a film written by Shia LaBeouf and directed 

by Alma Har’el.  

 

He will be at the 2020 Sundance Film Festival with the opening night film Miss Americana 

(Documentary Premieres) and Charm City Kings (U.S. Dramatic Competition).  Miss Americana 

is the Taylor Swift Netflix original documentary from Emmy-winning director Lana Wilson, 

which she describes as a “raw and emotionally revealing look at one of the most iconic artists of 

our time.”   

 

Most recently, Somers has collaborated with Jónsi and producer Paul Corley on Liminal, an 

endless ambient mixtape built around music from the ’Sigur Rós family’ of artists, as well as a 

live musical soundbath, which they have performed in Los Angeles, London, Paris, Barcelona, 

Hobart, and Reykjavík. 

 

Kairo Courts (Costume Designer) — Kairo Courts is a costume designer.  She realized 

nearly two decades ago, when she began her career in Costumes, her appetite for visual 

narratives.  Kairo earned her B.S. in Marketing & Communications from St. John's University.  

She holds such credits as Atlanta (Golden Globe winner/FX series), Candy Jar (Netflix), and 

upcoming feature Really Love (Macro).   

 

Kairo has had quite a colorful career background, aside from Costume Designing, but all led to 

her love for creating organically authentic costumes.  Her diverse background gives her visual 

storytelling a unique perspective that is honest, believable, and enlightening.  Kairo is a native of 

Baltimore, MD and is a member of Costume Designers Guild Local 892. 




